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Bi1−x Ybx FeO3 (0≤x≤0.2) powders have been synthesized using a sol-gel method. The Xray diffraction data show a structural transition from the rhombohedral R3c phase to the
orthorhombic Pnma phase between x=0.1 and 0.125, which should induce a ferroelectricparaelectric transformation. The phase transition is also proven by the Raman spectroscopy.
A moderate signal on magnetization appears to illustrate the enhancement of magnetization
at the transformation boundary, which is suggested to be the destruction of the spin cycloid
structure at low concentration. The appearance of antiferromagnetic ordering is proposed
to account for the afterward reduction of the magnetization at high concentration.
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electric property and derive ferromagnetic in the canted
G-type antiferromagnetic order in BiFeO3 [15−17]. It
is well known that the doping process is one of the suitable methods to change the structure and properties of
materials. Recently, many studies on the chemical substitutions have been undertaken. For instance, it has
been established that rare earth (Re) ion substitution
in the Bi site can reduce the leakage current [18−23].
Meanwhile, the dielectric ordering and magnetization
can be improved as well.
The most common isovalent substitute in BiFeO3 is
La3+ for Bi3+ . La3+ has almost the same ionic radius
as Bi3+ [24]. In order to obtain a more larger distortion,
Sm3+ , Gd3+ , Ho3+ , and Y3+ , etc. are used to substitute at the Bi site. Polomska et al. observed that the
appearance of the spontaneous magnetization induced
by doping La3+ [25, 26], Gd3+ [27], and Sm3+ [28] in
BiFeO3 . Bellakki et al. [29] and Minh et al. [30] reported the magnetization enhancement was a result of
Y3+ doped in BiFeO3 . Wu et al. also reported that
the remnant magnetization of Bi1−x Hox FeO3 was enhanced before approaching the ferroelectric-paraelectric
phase boundary [31]. Although most of the Re ions
have been chosen to be the dopants, there are only
a few researches on the Yb3+ substitution. Yan et
al. has reported that the electrical resistivity, ferroelectric and dielectric properties were improved by
doping Yb3+ in BiFeO3 [32]. Thaknria et al. studied the Bi1−x Ybx FeO3 (x=0, 0.125), they observed
the Bi0.875 Yb0.125 FeO3 with the space group of Pbnm,
and the magnetization of Bi1−x Ybx FeO3 was enhanced
when x=0.125 [33]. However, they only studied the
properties of BiFeO3 and Bi0.875 Yb0.125 FeO3 , the continuous change of cell parameters and magnetization of
Bi1−x Ybx FeO3 with the increasing of x were not discussed in detail. Additionally, whether the magnetization could be enhanced by doping Yb3+ in BiFeO3 ,

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiferroic materials can simultaneously exhibit
ferroelectric/antiferroelectric, ferromagnetic/antiferromagnetic and/or ferroelastic ordering in a single phase.
With these properties, they have promising potential in
practical applications, such as multiple state memory
elements, electronic field controlled ferromagnetic resonance devices, and so on [1−5]. Among these materials,
BiFeO3 with a distorted perovskite structure is one of
the most extensively studied multiferroic materials. Its
ferroelectricity transition temperature (TC ≈1103 K) [6]
and antiferromagnetism Néel temperature (TN ≈640 K)
[7] are above the room temperature, classing the compound a superiority to insight into the relation on aforementioned properties. This material has an antiferromagnetic G-type spin configuration where each Fe3+ is
surrounded by six antiparallel nearest neighbors, and
the antiferromagnetic axis rotates through the crystal with an incommensurate long-wavelength period of
620 Å [8]. In addition, the mechanism for the ferroelectricity essentially comes from the long range ordering
of dipolar moments on Bi site, in relation with the existence of Bi lone pair and hybridization between Bi6s
and O2p [9, 10]. However, two main problems hinder
the practical applications, the first is the magnetoelectric effects cannot be observed in pure BiFeO3 due to
the space-modulated spin structure [11]. The other is a
large leakage current density caused by charge defects in
BiFeO3 . It is thus difficult to gain a well saturated ferroelectric hysteresis loop and a low dielectric loss [12−14].
Many attempts have been made to improve the ferro-
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when the value of x is higher than 0.125, has not been
addressed until now. Yb3+ has a smaller ion radius
(∼1.2 Å) compared to most of the other Re ions, which
is expected to improve more favorably the electrical and
magnetic properties by doping Yb.
In this work, we present firstly the comprehensive
properties of Bi1−x Ybx FeO3 (0≤x≤0.2) powders by Xray diffraction (XRD), Raman and a physical property measurement system. We find a structural transition from the rhombohedral R3c to the orthorhombic Pnma, accompanying by a ferroelectric-paraelectric
phase transition at x=0.1−0.125. The magnetization
reaches the maximum at the ferroelectric-paraelectric
phase boundary. The origin of the structural phase
transition and ferroelectric-paraelectric phase transition, as well as the variation in magnetic behavior in
Bi1−x Ybx FeO3 powders are discussed in detail.
II. EXPERIMENTS

Bi1−x Ybx FeO3 powders were prepared by a sol-gel
method. Stoichiometric amounts of Bi(NO3 )3 ·5H2 O,
Yb(NO3 )3 ·5H2 O, and Fe(NO3 )3 ·9H2 O were dissolved
in dilute nitric acid, the calculated amounts of tartaric
acid were then added as a complexing agent. The resultant solution was dried at 150 ◦ C with stirring to obtain
xerogel powders. The dried xerogel powders were then
grinded in an agate mortar. After that, the obtained
powders were preheated to 300 ◦ C for 1 h in order to
get rid of excess hydrocarbons and NOx impurities. All
samples were annealed at 600 ◦ C for 2 h. The phase
purity and crystal structure characterization were done
by an X-ray diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation. Raman scatting spectra were recorded by a Raman spectrometer (inVia Raman Microscope) in backscattering
geometry. Magnetic measurements were carried out on
a vibrating sample magnetometer in a physical property
measurement system of Quantum Design.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows two selected XRD patterns
(Bi0.94 Yb0.06 FeO3 and Bi0.825 Yb0.175 FeO3 ) corresponding to rhombohedral R3c phase and orthorhombic Pnma symmetry. Except for the BiFeO3 and
Bi0.8 Yb0.2 FeO3 , all samples have small impurities of
Bi2 Fe4 O9 which are probably attributed to the Fe rich
phases. In order to have a better comprehending of
the structural evolution of Bi1−x Ybx FeO3 , we have performed Rietveld refinements analysis on all samples using the FullProf program. The refined space groups
are given with good agreement factor (Rp =9.79%,
Rwp =9.85%, χ2 =2.78 for Bi0.94 Yb0.06 FeO3 , Rp =14.4%,
Rwp =13.7%, χ2 =2.06 for Bi0.825 Yb0.175 FeO3 ). The
XRD patterns of the samples (x≤0.1) can be successfully refined in a rhombohedral symmetry. In the range
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/26/02/157-162

FIG. 1 XRD patterns of Bi1−x Ybx FeO3 (x=0.06, 0.175) at
room temperature. The symbol “*” represents the impurity
Bi2 Fe4 O9 . The points represent the measured intensities
and the lines represent the results of profile refinements.
The positions of the Bragg reflections are marked by vertical
lines and the difference profiles are shown at the bottoms.

FIG. 2 The substitution x dependence of unit-cell volume V divided by the number of formula units per unit
cell Z, the normalized lattice parameters of Bi1−x Ybx FeO3
(0≤x≤0.20). The cell
√ parameters are√described in a pseudocubic√cell apc =a/ 2, and cpc =c/2
3 for the R3c phase,
√
apc =a/ 2, bpc =b/2, and cpc =c/ 2 for the Pnma phase .

from 0.125 to 0.20, the samples are better described by
the Pnma orthorhombic symmetry. It indicates that Yb
doped BiFeO3 undergoes the structural transition from
the rhombohedral to the orthorhombic at the substitution concentration between x=0.10 and x=0.125.
We summarized the refined structural lattice parameters as a function of the concentration in Fig.2, expressed using a pseudocubic cell. The evolution of the
lattice parameters again confesses us to the fact that the
structural transition occurs at x=0.10−0.125. In the
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FIG. 3 The substitution x dependence of Fe−O bond
lengths in the R3c and Pnma phases of Bi1−x Ybx FeO3
(0≤x≤0.20).

range of x≤0.10, we can observe that apc , cpc , and volume gradually decrease with the increasing concentration of Yb3+ , which is because the effective ionic radii of
the trivalent ions with a coordination number of twelve
get smaller upon the Yb doping. The abrupt decrease
of bpc and cpc which results in a sudden decrease of
volume at x=0.125, suggests the phase transition from
the R3c rhombohedral phase to the Pnma orthorhombic
phase between x=0.1 and x=0.125. BiFeO3 is known to
be the rhombohedral symmetry with space group R3c
characterized by antiphase a− a− a− octahedral tilting
and off-center ionic displacements along [111]c direction of pseudocubic. In the orthorhombic Pnma phase,
it changes into nonpolar from polar corresponding to
a− a− a+ tilt system [34]. Moreover, the cell parameters and volume present an almost linear concentration
dependent evolution.
The Fe−O bond lengths can be extracted from the
Rietvield refinement analysis on all samples. The ferroelectric properties have a relative close relation with
the Fe−O bond length [35]. It is worth to note that
the Fe−O bond lengths change with the increasing concentration of Yb3+ . It is mentioned that BiFeO3 is
described by (i) rotations of adjacent oxygen FeO6 octahedra around the [111] pseudocubic direction, which
in turn gives rise to ferroelectricity, and (ii) Bi3+ and
Fe3+ cations displace along the [111] threefold polar axis
and off centered with respect to the bary center of the
oxygen polyhedra, corresponding to (a− a− a− ) tilt system in Glazer’s notation [36, 37]. Figure 3 displays the
evolution of Fe−O bond lengths as a function of x. The
octahedral bond environment in the R3c phase is comprised of three long degenerate Fe−O bond lengths and
three short degenerate bond lengths. With increasing
the concentration of Yb3+ , the three short and three
long bond lengths in the R3c symmetry become six
equal bond lengths in the orthorhombic Pnma phase.
And the observed change of the Fe−O bond length is
the evidence of displacement of Fe3+ . It also indicates
that the structure symmetry of BiFeO3 has changed
into paraelectric from ferroelectric accompanying with
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/26/02/157-162

FIG. 4 Raman scattering spectra for Bi1−x Ybx FeO3
(0≤x≤0.20) at room temperature.

the rhombohedral R3c-orthorhombic Pnma phase transition.
Raman scattering spectra are used to study the vibrational properties of BiFeO3 . Valuable information
can be obtained by fitting the Raman spectra, such as
the frequency of each mode, the peak position of each
component. Figure 4 shows the Raman scattering spectra of all samples at room temperature. According to
the factor group analysis, there are 13 Raman active
modes of the rhombohedral with the space group R3c.
They can be summarized by the following irreducible
representation: ΓRaman =4A1 +9E. For the pure BiFeO3 ,
three sharp peaks at around 138, 175, and 220 cm−1 are
assigned as A1 modes. A1 -4 and E-1 modes at around
432 and 124 cm−1 have quite weak scattering intensities, and eight weak peaks at 260, 277, 303, 345, 368,
470, 523, and 622 cm−1 are assigned as other E modes.
From a vibrational point of view, low frequency
modes can be attributed as external modes result from
the relative motion of Bi3+ cations against the oxygen
octahedrons [17]. For the compounds Bi1−x Ybx FeO3
(x=0−0.1), the A1 modes at 138, 170, and 223 cm−1
and E modes at 124 and 260 cm−1 are related to the
Bi−O covalent bonds [38]. From Fig.4, when x=0−0.1,
we can see that the five modes which are related to
the Bi−O bonds are broadened and the intensities of
the modes at 138, 170, 223, and 260 cm−1 get weaker
gradually with increasing x, the above changes can
be attributed to the decrease of the percent of the
Bi−O bonds due to the Bi ion substituted by Yb
ion. However, the Bi−O covalent bonds and noncentrosymmetric ferroelectric distortion remain quite
stable, thus the Bi1−x Ybx FeO3 samples maintain the
rhombohedral R3c phase in the range of 0≤x≤0.1.
When x=0.1−0.125, the intensity of the mode at
124 cm−1 abruptly increases while the intensities of
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FIG. 5 The substitution x dependence of the frequencies for
the selected Raman modes of the Bi1−x Ybx FeO3 rhombohedral and orthorhombic phases.

other modes suddenly become weaker, which should
be regarded as the faster change of the Bi−O covalent bonds near the ferroelectric-paraelectric transition.
When x≥0.125, there should be 24 Raman-active modes
(7Ag +5B1g +7B2g +5B3g ) for the orthorhombic Pnma
phase. However, we can only obtain 11 modes in Pnma
phase which is due to the unpolarized feature in our instrument, and the number of unpolarized Raman-active
modes is about half that of the polarized ones in Pnma
orthorhombic structure. This phenomenon was also observed in LaMnO3 [39].
In order to further confirm the phase transition, we
fitted all the modes by Lorentz fitting. The evolution
of the frequency of four selected modes (at 260, 277,
345, and 368 cm−1 , respectively) as a function of x
is presented in Fig.5. With increasing x, it can be
seen that the noncentrosymmetry E modes at 260 and
277 cm−1 shift progressively to 279 cm−1 at x=0.125
while the frequency of E mode at 368 cm−1 increases
abruptly at x=0.125. At the same time, the mode at
345 cm−1 shifts to lower frequency and then disappears
when x≥0.125. The evolution of the four Raman modes
also reveals that the structural transition from R3c to
Pnma takes place at x=0.10−0.125. The results based
on the Raman spectra are consistent with the results of
XRD.
Figure 6 shows the magnetic hysteresis loops of
Bi1−x Ybx FeO3 (x=0, 0.06, 0.10, and 0.15) with a maximum field of 9.0 T at room temperature. All loops
are not saturated. It is indicated the antiferromagnetic
structure with the spiral magnetic ordering in these
Bi1−x Ybx FeO3 [40−43]. BiFeO3 has a G-type magnetic
order and a canted spin structure giving a spiral modulation with a periodicity of 62 nm. And Fe magnetic
moments are coupled antiferromagnetically between adjacent planes and ferromagnetically within the pseudocubic plane. It has been reported that the G-type
magnetic structure can be modified by subjecting it to
a long range modulation by the cycloid spiral with the
[110]H spiral direction and (110)H spin rotation plane
[44]. From Fig.6, we observe that the pure BiFeO3 has
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/26/02/157-162

FIG. 6 (a) Magnetic field dependence of the magnetization
obtained for Bi1−x Ybx FeO3 samples at room temperature.
(b) Two times the remnant magnetization (2Mr ) as a function of the Yb concentration x.

a very low value of remnant magnetization. The hysteresis loop is almost linear. Moreover, the magnetization is enhanced with increasing the concentration of
Yb as expected. The similar results have been obtained
in other Re-substituted BiFeO3 such as Bi1−x Smx FeO3
[14], Bi1−x Hox FeO3 [13, 17], and Bi1−x Lax FeO3 [21].
Since the Bi2 Fe4 O9 is paramagnetic at room temperature [11], and the amount of impurity (Bi2 Fe4 O9 ) phase
is about 5%, which almost has no effect on the magnetic
property of BiFeO3 . When the value of x is lower than
0.1, the magnetization is gradually enhanced with the
increasing of Yb concentration. This behavior may be
due to that the periodicity of the spiral magnetic spin
structure increases with the increasing of the Yb substitution, according to the neutron diffraction experiments
[45, 46]. The spin cycloid structure continues to be destructed as the Yb substitution increases. That is to
say, the Yb substitution can only suppress but cannot
destroy the spin cycloid structure completely as the substituted concentration is below 0.1. When x=0.1, the
magnetization reaches the maximum, indicating that
the spin spiral is completely broken. However, the magnetization begins to decrease as the continual increasing
of the Yb concentration.
In order to further understand the magnetic propc
°2013
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erty of the Bi1−x Ybx FeO3 , we plot the 2Mr values as
a function of x in Fig.6(b). We note that in the region of x<0.1, the 2Mr increases as increasing x. Then
2Mr reaches the maximum at x=0.1 which is around
the point of ferroelectric-paraelectric phase transition.
This indicates that complete removal of the cycloid-type
spin modulation at x=0.1 and the latent magnetization is released. However, the 2Mr starts to decline
when x≥0.125. The similar phenomenon was also observed that the helical spin structure of BiFeO3 was
modified towards a collinear antiferromagnetic structure beyond x=0.2 concentration [45], and the spin
modulated spin structure was gradually prevented by
La or Mn doping [46]. The decrease of magnetization
for x≥0.125 originates from the appearance of perfect
antiferromagnetic ordering in the orthorhombic structure in Bi1−x Ybx FeO3 . Moreover, doping BiFeO3 with
the Yb stabilizes the collinear antiferromagnetic, and
the space modulated spin structure is gradually prevented by Yb doping.

IV. CONCLUSION

Bi1−x Ybx FeO3 powders have been prepared successfully by a sol-gel method. Through the investigation
on the structural, vibrational and magnetic properties,
we find that the phase transition from rhombohedral
R3c symmetry to orthorhombic Pnma phase occurs
at x=0.1−0.125 accompanying with the ferroelectricparaelectric phase transition. In the range of x≤0.10,
the magnetization increases with the increasing of x.
This increase results from the destruction of the spin
cycloid and the release of the locked magnetization.
Moreover, the maximum magnetization is just at the
ferroelectric-paraelectric phase boundary, which is reasonable that the structural phase transition completely
break the spin cycloid structure and the latent magnetization is entirely released. When x≥0.125, the magnetization decreases as x continues to increase, suggesting
the appearance of perfect antiferromagnetic ordering in
the orthorhombic structure.
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